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Suppose (R, m) is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d? 2 and I is an ideal of R 
generated by a system of parameters. It is proved that the Rees algebra S = R [It] localized at the 
maximal homogeneous ideal M= (m, It) is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity if and only 
if R is a regular local ring and the length of I+m2/m2 is at least d- 1. As a consequence of this 
it is deduced that if S, is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity, then the extended Rees 
algebra R[lt, t-l] localized at the maximal homogeneous ideal (t -‘, m,lt) is also Cohen- 
Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
1. Introduction 
Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d, multiplicity e and 
embedding dimension U. If Zis a parameter ideal, i.e., an ideal generated by a system 
of parameters, then the Rees algebra R[Zt] is Cohen-Macaulay by a result of 
Barshay [2]. Abhyankar [l] proved that for a Cohen-Macaulay local ring R, the 
least possible value of its multiplicity is u -d+ 1. If o - d + 1 = e, then R is said to 
be Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. The purpose of this paper is to 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on Z and R so that the Rees algebra R [It] 
localized at its unique maximal homogeneous ideal M= (m, It) is Cohen-Macaulay 
with minimal multiplicity. In particular, we are able to show that R [It], is Cohen- 
Macaulay with minimal multiplicity if and only if R is regular and the length of 
.I+ m2/m2 is at least d - 1. By combining this with a result of Goto [4] it follows 
chat the normality of R[It] is equivalent to R[lt], being Cohen-Macaulay with 
minimal multiplicity. 
In Section 2 we discuss the preliminary results and in Section 3 the main theorem 
is proved. As a consequence of our main theorem we can show that if R[It], is 
Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity, then the extended Rees algebra 
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R[Zt, t-l] localized at its maximal homogeneous ideal (f-‘, m, It) is also Cohen- 
Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. A Cohen-Macaulay local ring (R, m) has minimal multiplicity if and only if there 
exists an ideal I generated by a system of parameters with Im = m2 provided R/m 
is infinite [18]. If (R, m) is a d-dimensional local ring with infinite residue field and 
e(R), the multiplicity of R, u(R), the embedding dimension of R satisfy the equation 
e(R) = u(R) -d+ 1, then R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if there exists an ideal 
I generated by a system of parameters with Im =m2. Indeed, if Im = m2 for an 
ideal I generated by a system of parameters, then by [ll, Theorem 1, p. 1461, 
e(Z)=e(R). Since e(R)=u(R)-d+ 1 and m2=Im, 
e(I) = e(R) = l(m/Zm) - f(Z/Im) + 1 = I(R/m) + [(m/Z) = /(R/I). 
Therefore e(I) = f(R/I). By [lo, Theorem 17.1 I] R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
2.2. A crucial step in the proof of our main theorem is the use of a multiplicity for- 
mula for the local ring R[Zt], where (R, m) is a local ring, I an m-primary ideal 
and M= (m, Zt). This multiplicity formula is given in terms of the so-called mixed 
multiplicities of Z and m. 
Mixed multiplicities first appeared in a paper of Bhattacharya [3]. We recall his 
main result. Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d, Z and J two m- 
primary ideals of R. Then the length of the artinian ring R/IrJS, denoted by 
I(RN’J’), is given by a polynomial of degree d in r and s for all sufficiently large 
values of r and S. Moreover, the terms of total degree d in this polynomial (now 
called the Bhattacharya polynomial of Z and J) have the form 
1 
- d! e,(Z 1 J)rd+ 
d 
. . . 
+ 0 e;(Z 1 J)r”-‘s’+ 
... 
+ i ed(I 1 J)rd 1 
. 
The coefficients e,(Z / J), . . . , e, (I 1 J), . . . , e,(Z 1 J) are all positive integers. These are 
called the mixed multiplicities of I and J. Rees showed [12] that eO(Z 1 J) = e(Z) and 
ed(Z 1 J) = e(J). We shall use an interpretation of the “middle” mixed multiplicities 
due to Risler and Teissier [19, $21. They proved that if R/m is infinite then for 
each i, there exist elements x1,x2, . . . ,xd_, in I and x~_~+,, .. . . x, in J so that 
e(x,, . . . . xd)=ej(Z IJ). We refer the reader to [7,8,13-17,20-231 for further results 
on mixed multiplicities. We computed the multiplicity of R[Zt], in [22]. This is 
given by the formula 
2.3. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimension dz 2. Let (x1, x2, . . . , xd) = Z be 
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an ideal generated by a system of parameters and set J= (x1, x2, . . . ,x& , , xi). Then 
e,(ZIJ)=e(Z)fori=O,l,...,d-1 ande,(Z)J)=re(Z). 
Proof. To compute mixed multiplicities of Z and J we first calculate e(ZJ). Consider 
the ideal 
K=(x;+x;+‘,x;+x,xd,...,x;_t+xdx&2,xdx&r). 
By repeated application of a result due to Lech [9] we calculate e(K). Suppose 
that d = 2. Then 
e(K) = e(xF +x2’+ ‘, r+l x2xl)=4x,2,x2)+4xt,x2 ) 
=e(Z)[r+22- 11. 
For dz2 we wish to show that e(K) =e(Z)[r+ 2d - 11. We may now assume that 
dr3. For i=l,2 ,..., d- 2 we show that e(K) = e(Z)[2d- 2d-i] + e(Ki) where 
K;=(x~+x~+l~x~+xrxd, . . ..x.2_j_l+xdxd-;~2,xdxd_i_I,xd_j, e..,x&r). 
Use induction on i. The i= 1 case is established by the following calculations: 
e(K)=e(x:+x~+‘,x,2+x1xd,...,xd2_,+xdxd_2,xd) 
+t(x:+xl;+‘,x22+xXIxd,...,xd2_,+xdxd_2,xdid1) 
=2d-1e(Z)+e(x:+xc;+‘,x,Z+x*xd,...,xd2~1+xdxd~2,xd~1) 
= 2d-‘e(Z) + e(K,). 
Suppose that e(K) = e(Z)[2d- 2d-‘] + e(K,) for i=s> 1 and s<d - 2. Apply Lech’s 
result on KS to obtain 
Thus 
e(K,)=e(x,2+x~‘1,x,2fXlxd,...,xd2_,_1+xdxd-s-2,xd_s,...,xd) 
+e(x12+x~+1,x22+xIxd,...,xdxd-s~2,xd~s_l,...,xd-1) 
=e(x:,x,2,...,xd2~s_l,xd~s,...,xd)+e(K,+l) 
= 2dms-1e(Z) + e(K,+ ,). 
e(K)=e(Z)[2d-2dPS+2d-S-‘]+e(KS+l) 
xe(Z)[2d_2d-@+‘) 1 +W,+,). 
hit i=d-2 t0 obtain Kd_2=(x:.+x~+‘,xdxl,x2,_...,xd_,) and 
e(K) =e(Z>[2d-222] +e(K,_*) =e(Z)[2d- 22] + 2e(Z) + (r-t l)e(Z) 
=e(Z)[r+2d- 11. 
Since KCZJ, e(K) = e(Z)[r+ 2”- I] ?e(ZJ). On the other hand, by the form of 
the Bhattacharya polynomial in 2.2, for all a, 62 1, 
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e(Z”Jb) = ode(Z) + ... + e,(Z/J)&-‘b’+...+e(J)b”. (*) 
By the Risler-Teissier interpretation of mixed multiplicities (2.2), e,(Z 1 J) 5 
e(Z+ J) = e(Z) for all i. By Lech’s result e(Z) = re(Z). Hence 
d-1 d 
e(ZJ) L e(Z) + C 
0 
e(Z) + re(Z) = e(Z)[Y+ 2” - 11. 
i=r I 
Therefore we conclude that e(Z.Z) = e(Z)[r+ 2d - 11. This implies that 
d-l d 
e(ZJ)= C e(Z)+re(Z). 
0 ;=i I 
Put a=6= 1 in (*) to get 
e(ZJ)=dil “I ei(Z)+e(J). 0 j=, 2 
Thus 
5: (?Jtei(rlJ)-W)l=O. 
Sinceei(ZIJ)1e(Z)fori=0,1,2,..., d-l, wegetej(Z)J)=e(Z)fori=0,1,2,...,d-1. 
2.4. Lemma. Let R be a commutative ring and let x1,x2, .. . ,X~E R generate a 
proper ideal m. Set I= (x1,x2, . . . ,x,_ ,,xi). Then the ideal 
J=(x,t,x,+xzt )...) Xd_2+xd_lt,Xd~,+xc;t,Xd) 
in the Rees algebra R [It] satisfies the equation J(m, Zt) = (m, Zt)2. 
Proof. For notational convenience, set 
x,-o, x1 =fr, *.. 9 xd- I =fd- IT x;=fd, fdtl =o. 
With this notation, rewrite J as 
J=(xo+fit,x, +fitt . . ..xdAl +fdt,Xd+fd+lt>. 
The method of this proof is inspired by that of [6, Theorem 3.21. We first show that 
mZt={Xifjt115i,j5d)cJ(m,Zt). If i=d, then xdfjt=xd(fjt)EJ(m,Zt). We use 
induction on i to show that x,fjt E J(m,Zt) for any j and i= 1,2, . . . , d - 1. For i= 1, 
Xlfjt=(x,t)fjE J(m,Zt). Suppose that i> 1 and x,_,fjt~ J(m,Zt) for allj. If j=d, 
then Xjfdt =fd(Xif) E J(m, Zt). For j< d, consider the equations 
By induction hypothesis xi_ r&+, t E J(m, It), consequently XiJ;t E J(m, It). 
Now we show that m 2 = (X,Xj 1 15 i, js d) C J(m, It). It is clear that x;xd E J(m, Zt). 
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For 1 I i ~j< d, the equation 
XiXj=Xi(Xj+fj+It)-Xffi+It 
shows that X;XjE J(m,It) in view of the containment mIttC J(m,It) proved above. 
To show that 12t2C J(m,It), consider the equation 
Jifjt2=fit(Xj-1 +&t)-Xj-,At. 
Since mltC J(m,It), fiJ;t2 E J(m, It). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. The main theorem 
Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimension d> 0, I an m-primary ideal. By combining 
the Risler-Teissier interpretation of mixed multiplicities and the multiplicity for- 
mula for the local ring R[lt], which is the localization of the Rees algebra R[It] 
at its maximal homogeneous ideal M= (m,It), we see that e(R[It],) L de(R). 
Thus for any local ring (R, m) of dimension d> 0 and any m-primary ideal I, the 
least possible value of the multiplicity of R[It], is d. It is natural to ask when 
e(R[It],) = d. Our main theorem answers this question for parameter ideals in 
Cohen-Macaulay local rings. Interestingly enough, the property of R[It], being 
Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity forces R [It], to have smallest possible 
multiplicity, namely d. 
3.1. Theorem. Let (R,m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d22. Let 
I be a parameter ideal of R and let Mdenote the maximal homogeneous ideal (m, It) 
of the Rees algebra R [It]. Then the folio wing are equivalent : 
(a) R[It], is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
(b) e(R [It],,,) = d. 
(c) R is a regular local ring and I(I + m 2/m 2, L d - 1. 
(d) R[It] is normal. 
Proof. By passing to R(x) =R[x],,,,~[~~ we may assume that the residue field R/m is 
infinite. Suppose that (a) holds. Denote R[It], by T and let p denote the minimum 
number of generators. Then 
e(T)=u(T)-dim T+l 
= u(R) +p(I) - (d-t- 1) + 1 = u(R). 
On the other hand, e(T) = e(R) + e,(m /I) + ... + e& I(m 1 I) by 2.2. Thus 
u(R)-d+ 1 =e(R)+e,(mII)+...+e,_,(m/I)-d+ 1. 
Since R is Cohen-Macaulay, by Abhyankar’s inequality u(R) - d + 1 I e(R) we obtain 
e,(mII)+... +e&mlI)5d-1. 
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Since each mixed multiplicity is a positive integer, it follows that ei(m 1 I) = 1 for 
i= 1,2, . . . . d- 1. By the Risler-Teissier interpretation of mixed multiplicities it 
follows that e(R) = 1. Hence the multiplicity formula for R[Zt], implies that 
e(R [It],) = d. This proves that (a) implies (b). 
Suppose that e(R [ItIM) = d. Since each mixed multiplicity is a positive integer, 
the multiplicity formula for R[Zt], implies that e(R) = e,(m 1 Z) = a*. = e& I(m / I) = 1. 
Thus R is regular. Since e&i(m II)= 1, by the Risler-Teissier interpretation of 
mixed multiplicities, there exist &mentS x1,x2, . . . ,X& 1 E Z and xdE m so that 
ed-,(mIZ)=l=e(x,,..., xd). By [lo, Theorem 17.111, 
l(R/(xl, . . . ,xd) = e(x,, . . . ,xd) = 1= /(R/m). 
Hence /(m/(x,, . . . , xd)) = 0 which implies m = (x,, . . . ,xd). This proves that (b) 
implies (c). 
Suppose that (c) holds. Let xi, . . . ,xdER generate m and also x1,x2 ,..., xd_iEZ. 
Clearly xi,...,x&i are part of a minimal basis for I. To find the remaining 
generator for I, go modulo J= (xi, . . . , x,_ ,) and put i? = R/J. Since R is a discrete 
valuation ring, Z/J is generated by _i$ for some r. Therefore I= (xi, . . . ,x& 1, xi). By 
Lech’s result e(Z) = r. By 2.3, e,(m I I) = 1 for 0 i is d - 1 and ed(m I Z) = r. Therefore 
e(R [ItIM) = d = u(R [It],+,) - dim(R [ItIM) + 1. The Cohen-Macaulayness of R [ItIM 
follows by 2.4 and 2.1. This proves that (c) implies (a). 
The equivalence of (c) and (d) was proved by Goto in [4]. 
3.2. Corollary. Under the assumptions of 3.1, if R[Zt], is Cohen-Macaulay 
with minimal multiplicity, then the extended Rees algebra R[Zt, t -‘] localized at 
N= (t-‘, m,Zt) is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
Proof. Set S= R[Zt, t-‘1 and T= R[Zt]. First we show that SN is Cohen-Macaulay. 
By 3.1, R is regular and Z(Z+ m2/m2) 2 d - 1. Thus there is a regular system of 
parameters x1,x2, . . . . xd so that Z=(X1,X2, . . . ,X& ,,Xi) where r= e(Z). It is well 
known that SN is Cohen-Macaulay under these conditions. See for example [5]. 
But we give a quick proof. The Cohen-Macaulayness of S, is equivalent to having 
l(S/(tP1,Zt)) =e((t-‘,Zt)S,). By examining the powers of (t-‘,Zt) it is easily seen 
that e((t-‘,Zt)S,) =e(Z). The direct sum decomposition of (t-‘,Zt) is given by 
(t~‘,Zt)=~~~@Rt-‘@Z@Zt@Z2t2@~~~. 
Therefore I(S/(tP1,Zt)) = l(R/Z) =e(Z) since R is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus SN is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
We now show that SN has minimal multiplicity. If r= 1, then p(N) =p(t-‘, It) = 
d+ 1 =dimSN. Hence SN is regular. If rz2, then we show that 
J=(t?+x;t,xlt ,..., xd_lt,xd) 
satisfies the equation JN=N2. Indeed, 
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N2 = (t-‘, id, (x I,...) X&,,X~),mzt,1*t*). 
Since r? 2, xi E JN. Consequently, the equation 
t-‘(t-‘+x;t)=t-2+x; 
showsthatt-2EJN.SincemCJ,mt-‘CJN.Fori=1,2,...,d-1,xi=(x,t)(t-1)~JN. 
Also xj E JN. To see that m&c JN, note that m C J and It C N. It is clear that 
x,x,t*EJN for l<i,jsd-1, and xixl;t*=(xit)(x~)EJN for i=l,2,...,d-1. The 
equation 
(x,;t+ t-‘)(X;t)=X;+Xy 
shows that xz’t2 E JN. Therefore 12t2c JN which completes the proof of our claim 
that JN= N*. In view of 2.1, S, is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
3.3. Example. We construct an example to show that the converse of the above 
corollary may not hold in general. Consider the two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay 
local ring (k is a field): 
R=k[[X, Y,Z]]/(Z*-XY)=k[[x,y,z]] with z*=xy. 
Since e(R) = 2 = o(R) - dim R + 1, R has minimal multiplicity but it is not regular. 
By 3.1, the ring R[Zt],, where I= (x, u), m =(x, y, z) and AI= (m,It), is Cohen- 
Macaulay without minimal multiplicity. Since Im=m*, in the ring R[It, t-l],,, 
where N= (t-’ , m, Zt) we have 
(t-‘,It)N=(t-*,mt-‘,I+Im,Imt,I*t*) 
=(tf’,mt-‘,I+m*,Imt,I*t*)=N*. 
Therefore R [It, t-‘1, is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
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